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our Imperial Crown have passed into almost complete oblivion
with the armies who followed them to victory.
Consider for a moment the bald statement of the facts,
moving from their very sobriety, of this mighty achievement.
A little island race, poor in numbers and resources but rich in
valour and inspiration, sends its sons over 10,000 miles of sea
to an alien land close on a hundred times its own size, and
containing within its borders a vast population, one-sixth of all
the inhabitants of the globe. This little handful of Englishmen
—which even on the eve of the Mutiny numbered less than
50,000 men under arms, and during the greater part of the
heroic era of the conquest counted less than half that strength
—fought turn by turn and subdued on the battle-field men of
every faith and race that India could array against them, and
turned them from fierce and crafty foes to submissive subjects
or faithful allies—nay, even used them, once subdued, to fight
their battles against other enemies. So an army was built up
from the peoples of India themselves, which in the end brought
its own country under the sway of its masters. And then when
that army itself, misconceiving the source of its own victories,
endeavoured to shake off the grasp of those who had used it so
effectively and so well, the little band of white men proved once
more, by its utter destruction, that they remained still the
masters alike of their tool and of their destiny.
Put thus the thing seems incredible—and only one thing
could perhaps be conceived more incredible, that it should still
seem to nine out of every ten Englishmen a matter calling for
no explanation and arousing no interest in their minds. It is
true that the armies encountered by the heroes of this epic all
exhibited in their turn varied but glaring military defects. The
mere mobs in arms that scattered in tumultuary rout before
Clive and Munro; the hybrid Mysore armies who had lost
their native virtues in an ill-judged attempt to acquire those of
Europe; the Mahrattas whose abilities were most noticeably
displayed in running away ; the Sikhs whose very stubbornness
in defence fitted them only for the unhappy role of anvil to the
British hammer—some of these were contemptible, all of them
vulnerable foes. Yet, when numbers were so invariably on
their side, armament and equipment so equal as between the
belligerents, pride of race and national sentiment so nicely
balanced on either hand, and conditions of climate and terrain
so inimical to our own men, it seems that only some portentous
supremacy in fighting calibre and spiritual strength could
account for such an unbroken career of British victories. Nor
is the wonder lessened but rather increased when we remember
that this same white handful could not only themselves drive

